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Quick Crowd Survey

Which grade levels do you teach?

Who has heard of T.A.B. before?

Who is currently teaching in a T.A.B. classroom? 

Who is teaching within the Choice Continuum? 

Who already uses Studio Habits or Artistic 
Behaviors in their units?



About Me
Education:

BA~ The Evergreen State College

MiT~ City University

Awards: 

WAEA Middle School Teacher of the Year 
2009

PTA Teacher of the Year 2014

Leadership:

Presentations at National and State 
Conferences since 2006

District technology instructor and peer 
mentor 2005-2010

WAEA~ Awards Chair, Magazine Editor and 
Co-President 

District PLC Team Leader



Built in 1981, North Middle School sits 
where one of the city’s first schools 
was originally built. It is located in 
downtown Everett, one of the oldest 
(1890) cities in Western Washington, 
25 miles North of Seattle. 
This Urban school is situated in an 
area of high poverty, homelessness 
and concentrated areas of new 
immigrants. Approximately 28
different Home Languages are spoken 
by students in our schools, English and 
Spanish are the 2 most common. 



Student Population
ELL 14.4%

SPED 14.7%

Free/ 
Reduced 
Lunch

64.4%

American 
Indian

1%

Asian
6%

Pacific 
Islander

5%

African 
American

7%

Hispanic
21%

White 
(including 
Ukraine)

54%

Two or 
More

6%



About My Classes
Student Make-up: 

Mixed grades

Mixed ability level, some have had art 
before, most not.

Mixed SPED, ELL, Gifted and General Ed 
populations in the same classes. 

Support:

Admin love what I do and are supportive

Para-Eds for some classes with high 
percentage of SPED or one-on-ones. 



About My Classes
Time:

Daily, 45-55 minutes depending on the 
schedule 

Semester or Year-long sometimes 
depending on the period.

Curriculum:

“Teaching for Artistic Behavior” Modified 
Choice program with exploring media units 
and themed art units using the medium of 
their choices. 



Teaching FOR
Artistic Behaviors 

AKA “T.A.B.” 
sometimes called “Choice”



TAB

Teaching for 
Artistic Behavior 
(TAB) is a 
nationally 
recognized 
choice-based art 
education 
approach to 
teaching art.

Katherine 
Douglas and 
Diane Jaquith

http://teachingforartisticbehavior.org/

http://teachingforartisticbehavior.org/


Levels of Choice (graphic by Melissa Purtee for ArtofEd)

https://www.theartofed.com/2015/11/03/the-difference-between-tab-and-
choice-and-why-it-matters/

https://www.theartofed.com/2015/11/03/the-difference-between-tab-and-choice-and-why-it-matters/


“Around the Room” Games

2012- Draw and Collage 
around the room

2013- Printmaking and 
Computer around the room

2014- Paint and Sculpture 
around the room

2015- Clay and Artistic 
Habits around the room

Quick EXPLORATORY introductions to 
media and vocabulary related to that 
media. Based on my 6 large tables, 
most are a 6 “mini-center” rotation. 





Timeline

Day One: Overview of the 
centers with a discussion about 
the 6 focused habits an start of 
Mind Maps/ Notes (short 
schedule)

Day Two: Quick Review then 
do 2-3 tables.

Day Three: Review of 
“answers” then wrap up with 2-
3 more tables.

Day Four: Think, Pair, Share 
Notes Review (short Schedule) 
and overview of “Artists 
Observe” Boot Camp.

Later: Google Open Notes Quiz  



Timeline





Studio Thinking 2: The Real Benefits of Visual 

Arts Education by Lois Hetland

https://www.theartofed.com/2015/09/30/2-compelling-reasons-for-
using-the-studio-habits-of-mind-in-your-art-room/

https://www.theartofed.com/2015/09/30/2-compelling-reasons-for-using-the-studio-habits-of-mind-in-your-art-room/


Our Guiding Questions

 Observe: How do artists look at 
things? 

 Explore: How do artists discover new 
ways of doing things?

 Envision: How do artists imagine 
people, places and things?

 Express: How do artists show 
emotions an ideas?

 Persist: How do artists take risks and 
recover from failure?

 Develop: How do artists learn and 
practice new skills?



Develop
Mix at least 3 new colors 
with watercolor paints and 
add to the community 
color wheel.





Explore
Spin the Spinner! Then 
make a sculpture based on 
the prompt. Use only 

materials at this table.





Spinner Prompt 
Examples

• Something to wear
• Something to play with
• Something real
• Something weird or 

creepy
• Something musical
• Something that moves



Express
Pick a word prompt from 
the bag. Draw it with oil 
pastels. Return to bag.



Express Prompt 
Examples

• Political
• Adventurous
• Melancholy
• Assertive
• Flowing
• Sporty
• Calming
• Mesmerizing
• Vibrant
• Swirling



Observe
Look at the “Eye Spy” books. List 
all the things you can find on one 
page. Try to draw at least one 
item in your sketchbook. 





Envision
Pick 2 word cards from the 
bag. Combine them into ONE 
drawing use your sketch book. 
Return cards to bag. 





Envision Prompt 
Examples

• Couch Potato
• Blood Bath
• Sun Tan
• Super Man



Persist
As a group build the tallest 
structure you can that 
won’t fall down. Keep trying 
and use all the blocks. 







Explain which order an artist 
would use the habits and why.

First, they would use observe, to get inspiration 
from other art and the world around them. 
Secondly, they would use envision, to turn that 
inspiration into a story for them to make art out 
of. Third, they would use express, to show how 
they were feeling while making the art. Followed 
by explore, they would try new skills while 
making their art. Next, they would use persist 
when they messed up, they would keep trying 
even when things don't go to plan. Then, they 
would use develop, to get better at the skills they 
were experimenting with. (KG-6)



Explain which order an artist 
would use the habits and why.

I think an artist would do it in a smart order like 
envision first because they need to imagine what 
their going to create, than develop because they 
need to practice and learn how to do something 
the way they want too, third would be explore 
because they need to take risks to see if they like 
the way the creation turned out, next would be 
express because they need to put emotion into 
their art work, at the same time their being persist 
by taking risks and risking failure. Finally, artist 
observe to see if they enjoy their creation and 
make sure everything turned out the way they 
hoped/wanted it too, and if it didn't than they can 
just start over. (NB-7)



Explain which order an artist 
would use the habits and why.

I think its best to start out with explore cause 
then you learn new things and then observe 
and just look at different things and then 
envision so then you envision what you want 
your art to be like and then you develop cause 
then you take the stuff you learned and apply 
it in your art next you express what you feel in 
your art and most important is to persist and 
keep trying even when you fail. (PS-8)



Standards

WA State Visual Arts 1.2.1 

• Analyzes and applies the skills and 
techniques of visual arts to create original 
works of arts in two and/or three 
dimensions.

National Core Art Standards VA: Cr1

• Students Can Generate and conceptualize 
artistic ideas and work.



www.artechtivity.com


